Path loss modeling and verification of implantable human-body communication based on a point source field.
Deep brain stimulation is a method of nerve regulation that uses human body conductance characteristics; signals are diffused and transmitted through human tissues to regulate diseases. We analyzed the distribution and the transmission mechanism of implantable electrical signals from a point source field in the human body using the point source field implanting channel model. The model was established using a mathematical modeling method, with reasonable boundary conditions and assumptions. Further, we established an equivalent numerical solution model to verify its accuracy and compared the model to published experimental results to evaluate its consistency. The analysis results of the two models revealed that both had errors of < 1%. A comparison of the experimental results to published experimental data revealed that the error between the two was < 4 dB, and the model displayed excellent consistency. Our proposed model is accurate and exhibits good consistency with published experimental results. We therefore conclude that the proposed model is reliable.